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When Sarah Harker agreed to use her shifting ability to transform into Queen Emma Vankar, she

never imagined she would have to lead Vankara in a war against the Fae. After learning the truth

behind the cause of the plagues, Sarah and her small contingent return to Iron City to find it

besieged by NualaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s troops and her corps of formidable dragons.The unexpected invasion

has left Vankara weak and vulnerable, unable to defend itself without outside assistance. In order to

defeat the Fae, Sarah must form alliances that will help her drive them back over the Iron Wall. To

counteract the dragons under NualaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s command, Sarah is forced to journey to the place

where dragons originated. There she must convince the most ancient of dragons to lend her their

help in the war against the Fae. But gaining the dragonsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ trust wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t be an easy

task. Sarah will have to delve deep within herself in order to earn their trust, and what she discovers

about herself and those around her wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t only change her life but also the fate of Vankara.
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Gabriel takes Emma to see Dracon the sorcerer. Meeting Dracon seems to make him unhappy.

When she gets back to Iron City, the Fae have invaded and Dena is missing. Finally Dena comes

home and Emma has to find help to get her country back......Finally ish the story to find out about

the help and the things she learns in the process.Read and enjoy.

After reading all of SJ West's books, this is one of my favorite ones. I love all the emotion she is

able to put into this particular book. I could not read fast enough to see where the story was going

and what was going to happen.

Omg! Sandra never seems to stop amazing me, I truly do love this book a lot, although I did have to

wait along time for it but it was worth it. I did have the option on reading a chapter a month but I just

couldn't fine myself doing that cause I knew I would want more, I just hope I don't have to wait too

long for the third book but like I said before it was really worth the wait! Thank you Sandra for

entertaining me once again. Love your Angles books and now a week start the 4th Malcolm book.

"Can't wait". Felicita

Amazing! SJ West out did herself again. Great book, you won't be able to put it down.

First let me say I love this book and this series. I litterly devored the first two...I even read the

monthly chapters she use to post to her website while writing book two. The reason for my low

rating is well gosh when the heck am I going to get the ending of this series??!! Honestly the fact

that the final book in this series hasn't happened is why I have stopped reading all of her other

books...what if she gets bored with one of those and then yet again I am stuck waiting a year plus to

finish a series....

I love this series! I had read all of the chapter releases as they were released and loved rereading

them with the extra knowledge. Such a wonderful twist to the complexity of the characters. This

series would make for a great movie!!

I didn't read the chapters when they were posted. I have to say this is one of the best books SJ



West has written. The depth of the characters and storyline was fantastic. Looking forward to book

three. Thank you for another great read Ms. West!!!

An amazing read, and what a twist! Sarah is such an amazing character, and I love have thoughtful

and strong she is. An amazing role model!
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